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INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 11. The Bose-Hubbard model1.1. Introduction. Lattice models of interacting bosons have been considered for di�erentreasons. On the one hand they were used as models capturing important features of suchsystems as, for instance, 4He absorbed in porous media, or superconductors where Cooperpairs are approximately bosonic quasiparticles. But more importantly, it was suggested thatthese systems could play an important role in the study of Bose-Einstein condensation1 andsuperuidity in interacting systems.Widely used is the Bose-Hubbard model [FWGF] which describes bosonic particles hoppingon a lattice. The basic ingredients are a hopping term for the kinetic energy of the bosons,and an on-site interaction proportional to the number of pairs of bosons at the same site,H = �t X<x;y>(ayxay + ayyax) + U0Xx �n̂2x � n̂x�: (1.1)Here ax and ayx are boson annihilation and creation operators at site x, n̂x = ayxax is theoperator of the number of particles at the site x, the sum of hopping terms runs over nearestneighbours, and the on-site repulsive potential per pair is 2U0.The zero temperature phase diagram was studied by Fisher et al. [FWGF] (with and withoutan additional random potential); their discussion suggested the phase diagram according toFig. 1. It consists of domains of incompressible phases with integer densities near the t = 0axis, and a domain of the superuid phase. Calculations using pertubative techniques indicatethat the lobes should be asymmetric [FM]. The nature of the transition between incompressibleand superuid phases is still not understood.
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Figure 1. Zero temperature phase diagram for the Bose-Hubbard model in two dimensions.Lobes are incompressible phases with integer densities. Our results hold in darker regionsnear the t = 0 axis (and also for low temperatures).A natural way to extend the Bose-Hubbard model is to introduce longer-range interactionsbetween bosons. Let us consider the Hamiltonian de�ned on a d-dimensional lattice � � Zd(d > 2) by H = �t X<x;y>(ayxay + ayyax) + U0Xx �n̂2x � n̂x�+ dXk=1 Uk Xjx�yj=pkjx�yj1 6 1 n̂xn̂y: (1.2)1The Indian name \Bose" has to be pronounced \Bosh"; we thank Nilanjana Datta for this crucial infor-mation. Please pay attention in the sequel to boshons and boshonic systems.



2 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIThe ground states are not di�cult to �nd in two extremal cases, t = 0 and t =1 (i.e. settingall the couplings Uk to 0). The �rst case reduces to a problem of �nding the ground statesof a classical system. In the latter case, the bosons are independent and a Fourier transformdiagonalizes the one-body Hamiltonian associated with the kinetic part; at zero temperaturethe particles exhibit a Bose-Einstein condensation.Another useful approximation of (1.2) is the hard-core limit, U0 ! 1. Introducing thechemical potential �, we get an anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet with HamiltonianHHeisenberg = Xjx�yj=1�U1Ŝ3xŜ3y � 2tŜ1xŜ1y � 2tŜ2xŜ2y�+ dXk=2 Uk Xjx�yj=pkjx�yj1 6 1 Ŝ3xŜ3y � hXx Ŝ3x (1.3)where h = �� 4U1 � 4U2 in d = 2, h = �� 6U1 � 12U2 � 8U3 in d = 3, : : : . The model (1.3)can be | at least in some regions of the phase diagram | directly treated (with the help of[BKU] or [DFF]) as a quantum perturbation of the classical lattice gas modelHLG = dXk=1 Uk Xjx�yj=pk nxny � �Xx nx; (1.4)with nx 2 f0; 1g. For large U0 and small �=U0 the phase diagram of (1.4) and the t = 0 limitof (1.2) are identical. Since furthermore, (1.3) is the U0 !1 limit of (1.2) for all t, the t� �phase diagrams of the full models (1.2) and (1.3) are thus expected to be similar for large U0.We will meet the model (1.3) once more in Section 2.5 as an example of a situation displayinga phase with vanishing susceptibility (at zero temperature).
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Figure 2. Zero temperature phase diagram for the Bose-Hubbard model in two dimensionswith nearest and next nearest neighbour interactions. Incompressible (insulating) phases ofgiven density are expected to exist in grey regions. In the darker regions the existence of suchphases is rigorously established in the present paper. Supersolid phases might appear betweensolid and superuid phases.The zero temperature phase diagram of the two-dimensional version of (1.2) was consideredin [OWBBFS]; in the case of large enough U0 and U1 > 2U2 its qualitative shape is depicted inFig. 2. The translation invariant phases � = n were also present for the on-site Bose-Hubbardmodel. Nearest neighbour interactions are responsible for the occurrence of chessboard phases(with � = n+ 12). These phases are not translation invariant | the system exhibits symmetrybreaking, a phenomenon known as diagonal long-range order or solidity. Finally, phases with



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 3quarter integer densities with alternating rows of density n and n + 12 are present because ofnext nearest neighbour interactions.Monte-Carlo simulations have been used to investigate the transition from solid to super-uid [BSZK, OWBBFS]. The aim was to determine whether [with increasing t in (1.2)], thestructure factor vanishes exactly when o�-diagonal long-range order sets in. If on the contrarythere is a range of parameters where the two properties coexist, one has a new phase that issolid and superuid at the same time | the supersolid phase. However results of di�erentcalculations seem to be in contradiction and this question is still open.It is interesting to discuss the degeneracy of the classical (t = 0) ground states of (1.2).While the integer and half integer phases have �nite degeneracies, the quarter integer phasesdo not. Taking, e.g., the phase � = 1=4, there is alternatively an empty row without anyboson and a row of staggered (antiferromagnetic) occupation pattern with 0 or 1 boson ateach site. The degeneracy is essentially 2 12 j�j 12 . In this paper, we will actually prove solidity,incompressibility and absence of superuidity for the half integer and/or integer phases forsmall t and large �. Our theorems, however, do not cover quarter densities, since we requirethat the number of classical ground states is �nite.In three dimensions the model exhibits even more interesting degenerated phases. With wellchosen parameters, the classical part of (1.2) has in�nitely many ground states such that theirrestriction to any cube is a con�guration of the following form (up to rotations and reections)
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Here all ground con�gurations have density 1/8 and their number grows as 2 14 j�j 23 . For adi�erent choice of parameters, the typical cube is as follows,
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The density is locked to 1/4 and the degeneracy is roughly proportional to 2 12 j�j 13 .At non-zero temperature the degeneracy is removed since a �nite number of particularcon�gurations of alternated staggered rows have lower excitation energy; this theory of \dom-inating ground states" preferred by low energy uctuations was presented in [BS]. One shouldexpect that this domination is stable against perturbations with a small hopping term. Onthe other hand, it is natural to conjecture that a quantum perturbation itself also removesthe degeneracy of the classical ground state, but leads to a di�erent set of con�gurations.Again, one would expect that this conjectured phase is stable against small perturbations,this time stemming from the thermal uctuations (the method of [DFFR] should apply here).If a coexistence surface separates the domain in the t; � plane that is dominated by thermaluctuations from that which is dominated by quantum uctuations, an interesting transitionoccurs, driven by the competition between two di�erent kinds of uctuations. We intend tostudy this phenomenon further in the future.



4 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIIn order to state our results in d = 2, let us return to the Hamiltonian (1.2). We will assumethat U0 > 0, and U0 > 4U1 + 4U2; U1 > 2U2 > 0 (1.5)(or U1 = U2 = 0). Under this assumption, it is not di�cult to show that the positive real linedecomposes into consecutive intervalsQ(1)0 , H0, Q(2)0 , I1, Q(1)1 , H1, : : : corresponding to classicalground states with densities �0 = n + 14 for � 2 Q(1)n , �0 = n + 12 for � 2 Hn, �0 = n + 34for � 2 Q(2)n and �0 = n for � 2 In. In In, the corresponding classical ground state hasperiod 1, while in Hn and Q(i)n they are not translation invariant: in Hn the ground states arechessboard like con�gurations with sublattice occupation numbers n and n+1 respectively. For� 2 Q(1)n (resp. Q(2)n ) the ground states consist of alternating rows of constant and staggeredcon�gurations. See Section 4.2 for a proof.Our main result for the 2 dimensional Bose-Hubbard model is the statement that smallquantum and small thermal uctuations do not destroy this structure. To be more precise,we will show for su�ciently small t and large � (see Fig. 2 for the corresponding regions inthe (t; �) diagram)� There is no o�-diagonal long-range order [PO, Yang] for � 2 In or Hn, i.e.��hayxayi�;��� 6 O(1) e�jx�yj=� :� As � !1, the compressibility vanishes,��@�@� �� 6 O(1) e�c� ; c > 0;and the density � approaches its classical value,j�� �0j 6 O(1) e�c� ;if � 2 In or Hn. Here, the density � is de�ned as� = lim�%Zd 1j�jXx2�hn̂xi:� For � 2 Hn, the local density hn̂xi is staggeredhn̂xi = �+ (�1)x�; � > 0where (�1)x = (�1)x1+x2 . As a consequence, the structure factorS(k) = lim�%Zd 1j�j2 Xx;y2� eik(x�y) hn̂xn̂yiis di�erent from zero for k = (�; �) 6= 0.We will state these results more precisely in the following section, including a precise de�nitionof the corresponding in�nite volume quantum Gibbs states.1.2. Results. For given �, we call classical ground states the con�gurations fnxgx2� whichappear in the zero-temperature phase diagram for (t = 0; �) and we use �0 to denote thecorresponding mean density, �0 = lim 1j�jPx2� nx. For each n 2 N consider the disjointintervals In = f� : (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n� 2U0 < � < (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)ng;Hn = f� : (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n+ 8U2 < � < (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n + 8U1gand Q(1)n = f� : (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n < � < (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n + 8U2g;



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 5Q(2)n = f� : (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n+ 8U1 < � < (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n + 8U1 + 8U2g:Next theorem states that for small t and large �, the mean of the operator�̂� = 1j�jXx2� n̂x; (1.6)in the quantum state is close (more precisely: exponentially close with respect to �) to thecorresponding classical value �0 whenever � 2 In and � 2 Hn. In the same region we get abound on the compressibility �T = @@�h�̂�i����;V : (1.7)Theorem 1.1 (Two-dimensional Bose-Hubbard model). Assume that the coupling constantsatisfy the conditions (1.5), and that the lattice � is a rectangle that sides have even length,with periodic boundary conditions. Then for each � 2 In, or � 2 Hn, there exists t0(�) and�0(�) such that for � > �0(�), t 6 t0(�)i) Incompressibility.For some constants C;C 0 <1 and c; c0 > 0, one has��h�̂�i�;� � �0�� 6 C e�c� (1.8)for every �; recall that �0 = n for � 2 In and �0 = n+ 12 for � 2 Hn. Moreover,�� @@�h�̂�i�;��� 6 C 0 e�c0� : (1.9)When � goes to in�nity the compressibility vanishes.ii) Absence of superuidity.There is no o�-diagonal long-range order. More precisely,��hayxayi�;��� 6 C 00 e�jx�yj=� (1.10)for some C 00; � <1.iii) Solid phase.For � 2 Hn, and with the boundary conditions taken to be one the two chessboard con�gu-rations2, there is long-range order, i.e. with k = (�; �),1j�j2 ���Xx;y2� eik(x�y) hn̂xn̂yi�;���� > const (1.11)for some positive constant uniform in �.Remark: When n becomes large, the domains for (t; �) with corresponding incompressiblephases are smaller. In our representation the reason is that the boson damping condition (2.9)is getting weaker when increasing n.The physical signi�cance of the theorem may be more clear when considering the relationbetween density and pressure. Recall that @�@� = �@�@p (�xed variables are the temperature andthe volume). Then we may derive the existence of plateaux in the graph of Fig. 3.A system of free bosons without mutual interaction features Bose-Einstein condensation andin particular the claims i) and ii) do not hold. Incompressibility and absence of o�-diagonallong-range order are thus a direct e�ect of the interactions between the particles. This situationis analogous to Mott insulator transition in fermionic systems, where an insulating phase mayappear because of the interactions between fermions | in contrast to the situation in band2See Section 2 for a precise de�nition of the boundary conditions.



6 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHI
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strong interactionsweak interactionsFigure 3. Graph of the density as a function of the pressure, at zero temperature (and inthe case of the Bose-Hubbard model with only on-site interactions).theory, where the insulating phase is due to an external periodic potential. So it is generallysaid that the Bose-Hubbard system forms a Mott insulator in the incompressible phase3.The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 4 and relies on Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 below,and on the contour representation introduced in Section 3.2. General boson systemA quantum model may be expanded, using for instance the Trotter formula, so as to obtaina classical contour model in one more dimension [Gin]. If the contours have a small probabilityof occurence, which is the case if the temperature is low and the o� diagonal terms in theHamiltonian small, we can use techniques developped for classical spin systems, namely, thePeierls argument [Pei] (or its extension to asymmetric situations, the Pirogov-Sinai theory[PS, Sin, Zah, BI]; see e.g. [Kot] for an introduction to these ideas), to obtain a rigorousdescription of the states in the thermodynamic limit, and of the phase diagram. Generaltheory for quantum spin lattice models has been recently proposed in [BKU] and [DFF]. Inthe latter the sign problem arising for fermions was dealt with, so that the results also applyto lattice fermionic systems. The theory was generalized to situations where the diagonal partof the Hamiltonian has degeneracies that can be removed by non diagonal terms [DFFR, FR].In the sequel we present an extension of these ideas to the case of boson systems. Newdi�culties arise here since we are dealing with Hilbert spaces of in�nite dimensions (also for�nite systems) and with unbounded operators. For technical reasons we assume that theHamiltonian is of �nite range and conserves the total number of particles. The resultingtheory will be then used to analyse solidity and absence of superuidity in the Bose-Hubbardsystems with Hamiltonian (1.2).We consider the lattice Zd; a classical con�guration is a function n: Zd ! N , x 7! nx. Forevery �nite A � Zd we de�ne the vectorjnAi = Yx2A�ayx�nx j0i: (2.1)The space spanned on base vectors jn�i with �nite � is the Fock space H�. Notice that ifA � �, we can consider jnAi as a vector of H�. In the following we will always tacitly makethis identi�cation. The set of base vectors of H� is denoted by B�. We are interested in Bose3We intentionally avoid the term \Mott insulating phase" because stricto sensu it is not a phase: the factthat a system can be considered to have Mott insulator behaviour depends actually on the chosen microscopicdescription.



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 7systems with Hamiltonian of the formH = H(0) + �V; (2.2)where H(0) is diagonal in the occupation number basis. Before writing the precise assumptions,similar to those of [BKU], let us make three important remarks.Remarks: 1. We consider lattice Zd for sake of simplicity, but our results hold for any periodiclattices (with minor changes in constants).2. The operator H(0) may be periodic rather than translation invariant. However, we needthat �x(g(m)U(x)) be independent of x (see below for de�nitions); in the periodic case we cande�ne new operators by averaging over a cell whose size is given by the least common multipleof the periods. The operator V does not need to be translation invariant, provided that(2.11){(2.13) are valid for any A � �.3. We might be interested in systems of particles with internal degrees of freedom, suchas spins, or systems with di�erent kinds of particles, or mixed systems with localized spinsinteracting with itinerant particles, or... . To make the link between these systems and ourframework of spinless bosons, a way is to split each lattice site according to the internal degreesof freedom and to rede�ne the Hilbert space and the operators to be compatible with this newpicture. The obtained lattice will be di�erent from Zd and the operators will not be translationinvariant (however periodic), but from remarks 1. and 2. above this is not a relevant problem.2.1. Assumptions on diagonal terms. The Hamiltonian H(0) will be given in terms ofclassical potentials �A | functions of occupation number con�gurations nA on A � Zd,jAj 6 R0 (�nite range). Namely, let�x(n) =XA3x 1jAj�A(nA): (2.3)Then H(0) is formally given as H(0)� =Xx2��x(n̂): (2.4)Actually, we will introduce the operators H(0)q;� depending on the boundary conditions | seeSection 2.3.The classical potentials �A(nA) are supposed to be chosen to satisfy the assumptions that al-low to apply Pirogov-Sinai theory to H(0) (see [BKU] for more detailed explanations). Namely,they are supposed to be translation invariant [�A+x(nA+x) = �A(nA)] and to depend on a vec-tor parameter � 2 U � R� . Further, there is a �nite number of periodic (occupation number)con�gurations g = fnx; x 2 Zdg to be denoted g(1) to g(r) such that for each � 2 U the set ofperiodic ground states G(�) is included in G := fg(1); : : : ; g(r)g. Actually, denotingem = em(�) = lim�%Zd 1j�j XA\� 6=;�A(g(m)); (2.5)we have G(�) = fg(m); em(�) = e0(�) := minq=1;:::;r eq(�)g: (2.6)We also assume (cf [BKU]) that there exists �0 2 U such that G(�0) = G, that em(�) are C1functions in U and that the matrix of derivativesE = �@em(�)@�i � (2.7)



8 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIhas rank r � 1 for all � 2 U with uniform bounds on the inverse of the corresponding sub-matrices. Next, introducing U(x) := fy 2 Zd j dist (x; y) 6 R0g, we assume the Peierlscondition: there exists 0 such that�x(nU(x)) > e0(�) + 0 (2.8)whenever nU(x) 62 fg(1)U(x); : : : ; g(r)U(x)g, and, in addition, the boson damping condition,�x(nU(x)) > e0(�) + a(nx � b); (2.9)for some �xed positive 0, a, b. We also need that the derivatives of �x with respect to �i arenot too big; namely, there must exist constants C0 and c0 such that��� @@�i�x(nU(x))��� 6 C0 ec0nx : (2.10)Remark that the diagonal Hamiltonian is not bounded [see assumption (2.9)], its domain isin fact not necessarily dense in H�, but the operator e�H(0)� is bounded because of (2.8) andits domain is therefore all of H�.2.2. Assumptions on hopping terms. Let A0 be the set of (connected) supports for thequantum perturbations. The term V in (2.2) will be given in terms of the operators t̂A, A 2 A0,that are assumed to be densely de�ned on HA (and thus also on H� for any � � A. Further,they are supposed to be of �nite range, jAj 6 K for some K < 1, translation invariant(identi�cation of operators t̂A and t̂A+x on HA and HA+x, respectively) and commuting withthe operators NA = Px2A n̂x, [t̂A; NA] = 0. Moreover, denoting HA;N the subspace of HAspanned by the vectors f jnAi 2 BA j Px2A nx = Ng and PA;N the orthogonal projectorPA;N : HA !HA;N , we require that kt̂APA;Nk 6 N; (2.11) @@�i t̂APA;N 6 N; (2.12)# fn0 j hn0�j t̂A jn�i 6= 0g 6 k; (2.13)for some k < 1 and for any occupation number con�guration. The conditions (2.11){(2.13)are, clearly, trivially satis�ed for standard hopping terms of the form t̂fx;yg = 12ayxay + 12ayyax.Notice that [t̂A; NA] = 0 when t̂A is a monomial that contains the same number of creationand annihilation operators.2.3. Stability of the phase diagram. Let us �rst clarify how we will treat the boundaryconditions. Whenever n is an occupation number con�guration and � � Zd is a �nite set,we consider the con�guration n(q;�) that equals n in � and is identi�ed with the boundarycondition g(q) outside of �, n(q;�) = (n�; g(q)�c ). Let us introduce the operatorsH(0)q;x =Xn� �x(n(q;�)) jn�ihn�j (2.14)and de�ne Hq;� =Xx2�H(0)q;x +XA�� t̂A: (2.15)These operators are acting on H� and the boundary conditions q appear here as parameters.



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 9To be able to include e.g. hard core interactions in H(0)q;x, we do not assume that it is denselyde�ned. However, with D its domain, we can consider e��H(0)q;x de�ned byhn�j e��H(0)q;x jn0�i = hn�jn0�i( e��hn�jH(0)q;x jn�i if jn�i 2 D;0 otherwise: (2.16)In this case, the operator e��Hq;� is directly de�ned via Duhamel expansion involving onlywell de�ned terms e��H(0)q;x and t̂A, see (3.8) and (3.9).The main objects of our interest are the quantum statesh�iq;� = 1Zq;�TrH� � � e��Hq;� � ; (2.17)introduced by taking the operator Hq;� with the boundary condition �xed as g(q) and thenormalization factor given by the partition function Zq;� = TrH� e��Hq;� .Our main result is that, deforming slightly the phase diagram of the \classical" HamiltonianH(0), we get the full phase diagram of H(0) + �V with phases that can be linked to groundcon�gurations g(q). Two theorems repeating almost verbatim the corresponding statementsfrom [BKU] can be formulated.Consider, for each x in Zd and any local operator 	 (operator on HSupp	 for some �nite setSupp	 � �), the translate tx(	). We will always suppose that the domain of operator 	 isdense in H� and contains every vector jn�i 2 B�. 	 may not be symmetric | later on weshall consider in its role the operators ayx and ay for the proof of the absence of o�-diagonallong-range order in the Bose-Hubbard model. We shall, however, always suppose that 	 isa moderately o�-diagonal operator. Namely, denoting NA(n) := Px2A nx, we assume thatthere exists a constant c	 <1 such thatXjn0�i2B� jhn0�j	 jn�ij 6 ec	NSupp	(n) (2.18)for any n such that jn�i 2 B�; Supp	 � � is the support of 	.De�ne, �nally, �(L) as the box�(L) = fx 2 Zd j jxij 6 L for all i = 1; : : : ; dg: (2.19)Theorem 2.1. Let d > 2 and let H(0) be a Hamiltonian obeying the assumptions of Section2.1. Then there are constants 0 < �0 < 1 and 0 < �0 < 1, such that for all hopping termsV obeying the assumptions of Section 2.2, all � > �0 and all � 2 C with j�j 6 �0, thereare constants �q and continuously di�erentiable functions fq(�), q = 1; : : : ; r, such that thefollowing statements hold true wheneveraq(�; �;�) := Re fq(�)�minm Re fm(�) = 0 : (2.20)i) The in�nite volume free energy corresponding to Zq;�(L) exists and equals fq,fq = � limL!1 1j�(L)j 1� logZq;�(L) (2.21)ii) The in�nite volume limit h	iq = limL!1h	iq;�(L) (2.22)exists for all moderately o�-diagonal local operators 	 [i.e. operators satisfying (2.18)].



10 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIiii) For all moderately o�-diagonal local operators 	 and �, there exists a constant C	;� <1,such that ��h	tx(�)iq � h	iqhtx(�)iq�� 6 C	;� e�jxj=�q : (2.23)iv) The projection operators P (q)U(x) = jg(q)U(x)ihg(q)U(x)j (2.24)onto the \classical states" g(q)U(x) obey the bounds��hP (q)U(x)iq � 1�� < 12 (2.25)and ��hP (m)U(x)iq�� < 12 (2.26)for all m 6= q.v) There exists a point ~�0 2 U such that am(~�0) = 0 for all m = 1; : : : ; r. For all � 2 U , thematrix of derivatives F = �@Re fm(�)@�i � (2.27)has rank r � 1, and the inverse of the corresponding submatrix is uniformly bounded in U .Remarks. 1. In a standard fashion of the Pirogov-Sinai theory, the statement v) of the Theo-rem implies that the phase diagram of the quantum system has the same structure as the zerotemperature phase diagram of the classical sytem, with a � � (r� 1) dimensional coexistencesurface ~S0 where all states are stable, r di�erent �� (r�1)+1 dimensional surfaces ~Sn endingin ~S0 where all states but the state m are stable, : : : .2. The bounds (2.25) and (2.26) can be made arbitrarily sharp (by taking � su�cientlylarge and � su�ciently small). Then, whenever aq = 0 (i.e. q is stable), the quantum statesh�iq are small perturbations of the corresponding classical states.3. It may happen that for some q we have aq(�; �;�) > 0 for all � <1, but lim�!1 aq(�; �;�) =0. In this case we de�ne the zero-temperature free energy to befq = � limL!1 1j�(L)j lim�!1 1� logZq;�(L):Our future expansions work in this case, because \in a �nite volume, any q-contour is small"(this sentence will get a meaning later).Consider the torus � per(L) = �Z=(2L+ 1)Z�d and the corresponding HamiltonianH per;�(L) = Xx2�per(L)H(0)x + � XA��per(L) t̂A : (2.28)Introducing the quantum state with periodic boundary conditions ash�i per;�(L) = 1Z per;�(L)TrH�(L)(� e��Hper;�(L) ); (2.29)where Z per;�(L) = TrH�(L) e��Hper;�(L) (2.30)we state the following.



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 11Theorem 2.2. Let H(0), V , � and � as in Theorem 2.1. Assume in addition that � is real.Then the in�nite volume state with periodic boundary conditions,h	i per = limL!1h	i per;�(L); (2.31)L being multiple of the lcm of the periods of the con�gurations g(1), : : : , g(r), exists for alllocal operators 	 satisfying (2.18). Moreover, it is a convex combination with equal weights ofthe stable states, h	i per = Xq2Q(�) 1jQ(�)jh	iq: (2.32)Here Q(�) = fq 2 f1; : : : ; rg j aq(�) = 0g: (2.33)2.4. Incompressibility. When studying a system in the framework of the grand-canonicalensemble, it is often convenient to make an abuse of notation by de�ning a Hamiltoniandepending on the chemical potential. In the following we will take even more liberty and referto the diagonal operator H(0)� � �N� as the \classical part" of the Hamiltonian, and for given� de�ne the \classical ground states" g(q), 1 6 q 6 r(�) as to be the occupation numbercon�gurations minimizing the energy of H(0)� � �N�.The key property, responsible for the occurence of an incompressible phase is the conserva-tion of the total number of particles (together with the Peierls condition). Notice that in thissection the particles conservation is a crucial assumption, while it was only a technical one forTheorems 2.1 and 2.2.Our incompressibility theorem should not be mixed up with the uniform density theoremof [LLM], although there is some overlap. The latter uses special symmetries of the systemand shows uniformity of the density with respect to coupling constants and temperature, for aclass of models of Hubbard type (the \classical ground states" may be in�nitely degenerate,and in this case our results do not apply). However it is not uniform with respect to thechemical potential, because only for special values of the latter the system has the necessarysymmetries; the compressibility coe�cient does not vanish in general.Beside conservation of the total number of particles, precise assumptions are as follows.The Hamiltonian is H� = H(0)� � �N� + �V , with H(0)� given by (2.4). The chemical po-tential � plays a role of vector parameter �, however, we do not require the condition (2.7)concerning the topology of the phase diagram. Inequalities (2.8){(2.10) must be satis�ed by�x =PA3x 1jAj�A � �n̂x, and the quantum perturbation still obeys (2.11){(2.13).The last assumption concerns the classical ground states; it requires that their numberjG(�)j is �nite and that the ground state density�0 = lim�%Zd 1j�jXx2� g(q)x (2.34)is independent of q, q 2 G(�).Theorem 2.3. For any chemical potential such that the above assumptions hold, and L as inTheorem 2.2, there exist constants �0 < 1, �0 > 0 and C;C 0 < 1, c; c0 > 0, independent ofL, such that for any � > �0 and � 6 �0,���D 1j�(L)j Xx2�(L) n̂x � �0E per;�(L)��� 6 C e�c� (2.35)



12 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIand ��� @@�D 1j�(L)j Xx2�(L) n̂xE per;�(L)��� 6 C 0 e�c0� : (2.36)Remarks: 1. The theorem should be still valid for any speci�ed con�guration outside � withbounded single site occupation number, as well as for free boundary conditions; however, theproof would be more tedious.2. This theorem may be generalized for diagonal observables that commute with the Hamil-tonian. Such observables may include the total spin (see next section), the total numberof particles of given species, or of given spin, etc : : : (of course, everything depends on theconsidered system).3. For one-dimensional systems Theorem 2.3 is still valid, except that �0 now depends onL. Of course, limL!1 �0(L) ! 1, which means that the result has a meaning only for theground state.2.5. The case of magnetic systems. A related result for magnetic systems can be for-mulated. Typical Hamiltonians in this case consist of a \classical term" involving the spinoperators in a given direction, say the 3rd direction, fŜ(3)x gx2�, including an external mag-netic �eld h, and of a \quantum perturbation" with remaining coordinate of spin operators.Namely, Hspin system = H(0)� � hXx2� S(3)x + �XA��VA: (2.37)The Hilbert space of this system is a tensorial product of �nite dimensional Hilbert spaces forone localized spin particle. The norm of operators VA has to decrease exponentially with A.We require that the Hamiltonian conserves the total spin in the 3rd direction, i.e. for anyA � �, [VA;Xx2� Ŝ(3)x ] = 0: (2.38)Then the magnetic susceptibility vanishes at zero temperature. More precisely,Theorem 2.4. For any spin model with Hamiltonian (2.37) commuting with the total spinin the 3rd direction, and that satisfy the assumptions of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of [BKU], orSection 2.2 of [DFF], | without the splitting condition for the phase diagram, but still with a�nite number of ground states | we have for � > �0 and � 6 �0,���D 1j�(L)j Xx2�(L) Ŝ(3)x �m0E per;�(L)��� 6 K e�k� ; (2.39)��� @@hD 1j�(L)j Xx2�(L) Ŝ(3)x Eper;�(L)��� 6 K 0 e�k0� ; (2.40)for constants K;K 0 <1 and k; k0 > 0 (independent of � � Zd, d > 2); the magnetization ofall the classical ground states is supposed to be the same and is denoted by m0.As an application, we can consider the anisotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet (1.3). Thezero-temperature phase diagram exhibits phases with zero susceptibility.Of course, fermion systems present similar properties. To prove it using our contour repre-sentation requires to take into account a new di�culty, namely the anticommutation relationsfor the creation and annihilation operators; they yield a sign that does not obviously factorize



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 13with respect to the contours. But it does, as was shown in [DFF], and so the incompressibilitycan be considered to be established in the case of fermions.
3. Derivation of the classical contour representationIn this section we show the equivalence of our system with a classical model in one moredimension in exactly the same manner as in [BKU]. The classical model may be written asa contour model, whose contours have complicated weights satisfying exponential decay withrespect to their length, when the temperature is low and the perturbation small enough.Before stating the results of this section in Proposition 3.1 below, we set the notation byrecalling some de�nitions from [BKU]. Let M 2 N and ~� > 0 be such that M ~� = � |the discretization of the additional continuous dimension, as we shall see. Setting L� =��f1; 2; : : : ;Mg and C(x; t) � Rd+1 to denote the closed unit cube centered in (x; t� 12), weintroduce the \lattice" T� = [(x;t)2L� C(x; t).We view T� as a cylinder by imposing periodic boundary conditions along the extra dimen-sion (i.e. we assume that for all x 2 �, the cubes C(x; 1) and C(x;M) are neighbours). Acontour Y is a pair (SuppY; �Y ), where SuppY � T� is a (non-empty) connected set of cubesand �Y is a labelling of elementary faces F of @ SuppY , �Y (F ) = 1; : : : ; r, that is constanton the boundary of each connected component of T�n SuppY . We write jY j for the length ofthe contour Y , i.e. the number of elementary cubes contained in Supp Y . A set of contoursfY1; : : : ; Ykg is admissible if the contours are mutually disjoint and if the labelling is constanton the boundary of each connected component of �[ki=1 SuppYi�c. This set is said to be com-patible with the boundary conditions q if the external connected components (those touchingTZdnT�) of �[ki=1 SuppYi�c have the label equal to q. The horizontal faces centered at (x; t)will be refered to as P (x; t) (P for \plaquette").We de�ne T	� = [(x;t)2L� C(x; t), with periodic boundary conditions along the time directionfor all x 2 � not belonging to Supp	 (i.e. we assume that for all x 2 �n Supp	: C(x; 1) andC(x;M) are neighbours). In other words, think of T	� as the cylinder T� that is cut alongSupp	 at t = 0. The \boundary" S(	) � T	� in time direction isS(	) = [x2Supp	P (x; 0) [x2Supp	P (x;M);notice that P (x; 0) � P (x;M) whenever x 62 Supp	. The admissibility and compatibilitywith the boundary conditions of a set of contours in T� is de�ned in the same way as above.A 	-contour Y	 now is a pair (SuppY	; �Y	) where SuppY	 � T	� is a union of cubes suchthat each connected component intersects S(	), possibly Supp Y	 = ;, and the labelling �Y	is constant on boundary faces of each connected components of the complement [SuppY	]c.We are now ready for the de�nition of the equivalent classical contour model.Proposition 3.1. There exists a function �: fY j Supp Y � T�g �! C such thati) the partition function of the Hamiltonian (2.2) can be written asZq;� = XfY1;:::;Ykg kYi=1 �(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj ; (3.1)where the sum is over admissible sets of contours in T� compatible with the boundary conditionsq; the set Wm is the union of the connected components of �[ki=1 Supp Yi�c with labels m ontheir boundaries, jWmj is the number of elementary cubes contained in Wm.



14 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIii) For any  2 R, there exist ~�0 < 1 and �0 > 0 such that if ~� 2 [ ~�0; 2~�0] and � 6 �0 thefollowing bound is valid for any Y :j�(Y )j 6 e�( ~�e0(�)+)jY j : (3.2)iii) For any 0 2 R, there exist ~� 00 < 1 and �00 > 0 such that if ~� 2 [ ~� 00; 2~� 00] and � 6 �00 wehave ��� @@�i �(Y )��� 6 (C0 ~� + 1) e�( ~�e0(�)+0)jY j : (3.3)If 	 is a moderately o�-diagonal local operator whose domain contains B�, there exists afunction �	: fY	 j SuppY	 � T	�g �! C such thativ) Z	q;� := TrH�	e��Hq;� = XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg �	(Y	) kYi=1 �(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj : (3.4)As before, the sum is over admissible sets of contours, compatible with the boundary con-dition q; � is the same function as in i); Wm is the union of the connected components of�[ki=1 SuppYi[Supp Y	�c with labels m on their boundaries.v) If 	 satis�es the bound (2.18), then for any 	 2 R there exist ~�0;	 <1 and �0;	 > 0 suchthat if ~� 2 [ ~�0;	; 2~�0;	] and � 6 �0;	 we havej�	(Y	)j 6 C	 e�( ~�e0(�)+	)jY	j (3.5)with C	 = ec	bjSupp	j [b is the constant from the bound (2.9)].The rest of the section is the proof of this proposition. We begin by expanding Z	q;� toobtain explicit expressions for �	 and �; hence part iv) will be proven, and also part i) thatcan be viewed as a special case of iv) with 	 = 1l [i.e., formally, Supp	 = ; and there is nosummation over Y	 in (3.4)]. Similarly v) implies ii) and therefore the following proofs of iv),v), and iii) are su�cient.Proof of Proposition 3.1 iv). We proceed with the expansion of Z	q;� as in [BKU]. We �rstwrite Z	q;� = Tr	� e�~�Hq;� �M : (3.6)We will interpret this as a discretization of the additional \time" dimension (the idea wasintroduced in [Bor]), we can insert the expansion of unity 1lH� = Pn� jn�ihn�j into (3.6) toget (we omit here and in the following the index � in n�)Z	q;� = Xn(0);:::;n(M)hn(M)j	 jn(0)ihn(0)j e�~�Hq;� jn(1)i : : : hn(M�1)j e�~�Hq;� jn(M)i: (3.7)Expansion with the help of Duhamel formula yields4e�~�Hq;� =Xm h YA2A0 (��)mAmA! Z ~�0 d� 1A : : : d�mAA iT (� ;m); (3.8)wherem is a multiindexm : A0 ! f0; 1; : : :g with �nitem =PA2A0 mA, � = f� 1A; : : : ; �mAA jA 2A0g 2 [0; ~�]m, and T (� ;m): H� ! H� is de�ned as follows. First we set (s1; : : : ; sm) to be4In the case H(0)q;� is not densely de�ned, this is actually the de�ning equation for e�~�Hq;� as explained inSection 2.3.



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 15a permutation of (� 1A1 ; : : : ; �mA1A1 ; : : : ; � 1Ak ; : : : ; �mAkAk ) such that s1 6 : : : 6 sm, and (~t1; : : : ; ~tm)be the same permutation of (t̂A1 ; : : : ; t̂A1; : : : ; t̂Ak ; : : : ; t̂Ak) where each t̂A appears exactly mAtimes. Then T (� ;m) = e�s1H(0)q;� ~t1 e�(s2�s1)H(0)q;� ~t2 : : : ~tm e�( ~��sm)H(0)q;� (3.9)[with H(0)q;� := Px2�H(0)q;x, and H(0)q;x is given in (2.14)]. Equations (3.7){(3.8) can be inter-preted in the following manner on the (d + 1)-dimensional cylinder T	� . We call a time slicethe union of cubes [x2� C(x; t) for a given t 2 f1; : : : ;Mg; at the intersection between eachpair of time slices at t and t + 1 we de�ne an occupation number con�guration n(t)� , and usen to denote the (M + 1)-tuple (n(0); n(1); : : : ; n(M)). In each time slice we choose sets of sitesA1; : : : ; Ak together with times � 1; : : : ; �k. Then Z	q;� is an integral over all the possibilities ofchoosing n, and the sets and times in each time slice,Z	q;� =Xn hn(M)j	 jn(0)i MYt=1 Xm(t)h YA2A0 (��)m(t)Am(t)A ! Z ~�0 d� 1A : : : d�m(t)AA ihn(t�1)jT (� ;m(t)) jn(t)i(3.10)Notice that the matrix element is zero whenever n(t�1) and n(t) do not match on �nB(t), whereB(t) = [A2A0;m(t)A 6=0A, for t = 1; : : : ;M . Further, n(M) and n(0) have to match on �n Supp	.To allow these con�gurations to di�er on Supp	 was actually the reason for cutting T	� along(Supp	; t = 0).For a given n we introduce E(n) = [(x;t):n(t)U(x) 6=g(m)U(x)m=1;:::;r C(x; t):We call excited cubes the cubes belonging to[Mt=1�[x2 �B(t) C(x; t)�[E(n) with �B(t) = [x2B(t) U(x),while we say that a cube C(x; t) 6� E(n) is in the ground state m if n(t)U(x) = g(m)U(x). The comple-ment of the set of excited cubes has the property that each connected subset contains cubesin the same ground state. Therefore for given n and B(t); 1 6 t 6 M , we may introducecontours Y	; Y1; : : : ; Yk by decomposing the set of excited cubes into maximal connected com-ponents. The components intersecting S(	) are identi�ed with Supp Y	, while the other onesform Supp Y1; : : : ; SuppYk. We de�ne �Y (F ) to be m if either F is a face shared by a cube inSuppY and a cube in the ground state m, 1 6 m 6 r, or it is a plaquette from S(	) borderinga non excited cube in the ground state m.Taking B = (B(1); : : : ; B(M)) and abreviating by Supp the set SuppY	[ �[kj=1 Supp Yj�,we get the partition function as a sum over admissible sets of contours (and compatible withthe boundary condition q)Z	q;� = XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg XnE(n)�Supphn(M)j	 jn(0)iXB:(Supp;n) MYt=1h Xm(t):B(t) YA2A0 (��)m(t)Am(t)A ! Z ~�0 d� 1A : : : d�m(t)AA ihn(t�1)jT (� ;m(t)) jn(t)i: (3.11)



16 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIHere, the sum over n is restricted to those n compatible with the labels �Y , Y 2 fY	; Y1; : : : ; Ykg,the sum over B : (Supp;n) restricts to B that satisfy the conditionSupp nE(n) � M[t=1 [x2 �B(t)C(x; t) � Supp;and m(t) : B(t) stands for the condition [A2A0;m(t)A 6=0A = B(t).Operators in the Hamiltonian obey the commutation rules[H(0)x ; H(0)y ] = 0; (3.12a)[H(0)x ; t̂A] = 0 if U(x) \ A = ;; (3.12b)[t̂A; t̂A0] = 0 if A \ A0 = ;: (3.12c)Consider the matrix element in (3.11). On the one hand the operators H(0)x with x 62 Suppcommute with all the other operators; their contribution may be extracted from the restyielding the factor e�~�Pm em(�)jWmj . On the other hand, two operators with support on twodi�erent contours also commute. Considering time slices of contours D(t)j = fx 2 � j C(x; t) �SuppYjg, j = 	; 1; : : : ; k, and with �(t)j the labelling of the external vertical faces of D(t)j , weintroduce below the operator T�(t)j ;D(t)j (� ;m(t)), densely de�ned in HD(t)j , in such a way that itcontains the information stored in the labelling of the external faces of D(t)j . This will allowus to separate the contributions from di�erent contours, because we will actually havehn(t�1)jT (� ;m(t)) jn(t)i = e�~�Prm=1 em(�)jW (t)m j Yj2f	;1;:::;kghn(t�1)D(t)j jT�(t)j ;D(t)j (� ;m(t)) jn(t)D(t)j i;(3.13)with W (t)m being the set of cubes in the ground state m and located on the slice at time t.To de�ne T�(t)j ;D(t)j (� ;m(t)) we consider a modi�ed (contour) con�guration so that Yj is theunique contour in T	� ; the exterior of Supp Yj decomposes in [rm=1Wm, and we de�ne theHamiltonian H(0)�(t)j ;D(t)j (with domain included in HD(t)j ) by the relation [c.f. (2.14)]H(0)�(t)j ;D(t)j = XnD(t)j Xx2D(t)j �x(n�(t)j ;D(t)j ) jnD(t)j ihnD(t)j j (3.14)
where n�(t)j ;D(t)j is the con�gurationn�(t)j ;D(t)jx = (nx if x 2 D(t)jg(m)x if C(x; t) 2 Wm



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 17(clearly, n�(t)j ;D(t)j is de�ned unambiguously). Then T�(t)j ;D(t)j (� ;m(t)) is de�ned the same wayas T (� ;m(t)) by replacing H(0)q;� with H(0)�(t)j ;D(t)j in (3.9). We thus getZ	q;� = XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg e�~�Prm=1 em(�)jWmj XnE(n)�Supphn(M)j	 jn(0)i Yj2f	;1;:::;kgXBj :(Supp Yj ;n) MYt=1h Xm(t):B(t)j YA2A0 (��)m(t)Am(t)A ! Z ~�0 d� 1A : : : d�m(t)AA ihn(t�1)D(t)j jT�(t)j ;D(t)j (� ;m(t)) jn(t)D(t)j i(3.15)[with the same constraint on the sum over n as in (3.11)].The sum over n concerns only sites belonging to [t[j�D(t)j \ D(t+1)j � | the rest beingconstrained by the labels of the contours. This sum factorizes, and therefore the contributionof a contour is independent of the occurence of other contours and it is possible to writeZ	q;� = XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg e�~�Prm=1 em(�)jWmj �	(Y	) kYj=1 �(Yj); (3.16)where we introduced the function �	 by�	(Y	) = XnE(n)�Supp Y	hn(M)j	 jn(0)i XB:(SuppY	;n) MYt=1h Xm(t):B(t) YA2A0 (��)m(t)Am(t)A ! Z ~�0 d� 1A : : : d�m(t)AA ihn(t�1)D(t)	 jT�(t)	 ;D(t)	 (� ;m(t)) jn(t)D(t)	 i (3.17)with the constraint that the sum over n be compatible with the label �Y	. The expression for�(Y ) is the same except that hn(M)j	 jn(0)i is replaced by hn(M)jn(0)i. This concludes proofof Proposition 3.1 iv).Proof of Proposition 3.1 v). Recall the decomposition Supp Y	 = [Mt=1D(t)	 . We introduce~�Y	;t(n) = XB:(D(t)	 ;n) 1Xm=0(��)m XA1;:::;Am[mi=1 Ai=B Z0<�1<:::<�m<~� d� 1 : : : d�mhn(t�1)jTq;D(t)	 (� ;A) jn(t)i(3.18)where we de�ned, similarly as in (3.9) (recall that H(0)q;A =Px2AH(0)q;x)Tq;D(t)	 (� ;A) = e��1H(0)q;D(t)	 t̂A1 e�(�2��1)H(0)q;D(t)	 t̂A2 : : : t̂Am e�( ~���m)H(0)q;D(t)	 :We therefore have �	(Y	) = XnE(n)�Supp Y	hn(M)j	 jn(0)i MYt=1 ~�Y	;t(n); (3.19)with the sum over n being compatible with �Y	.



18 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIThe operator H(0)q;D(t)	 may be written as H(0)q;D(t)	 n �B +H(0)q; �B and a consequence of the commu-tation rules (3.12) is that H(0)q;D(t)	 n �B commutes with t̂Ai, i = 1; : : : ; m. The minimum value form in (3.18) is jBjK ; indeed if m is smaller it is impossible to �nd A1; : : : ; Am with their unionequalling B. Omitting then the constraint [mi=1Ai = B, we bound (3.18) byj~�Y	;t(n)j 6 XB:(D(t)	 ;n) e�~�hn(t)jH(0)q;D(t)	 n �B jn(t)i Xm > jBjK j�jmZ0<�1<:::<�m<~� d� 1 : : : d�m XA1;:::;AmAi�B ��hn(t�1)jTq; �B(� ;A) jn(t)i��: (3.20)Let us recall that NA(n) = Px2A nx and introduce B �B;N = fn 2 B� j N �B(n) = Ng. Theboson damping condition (2.9) implies that for any n 2 B� we havee��hnjH(0)�B jni 6 e��e0(�)j �Bj e��a(N �B(n)�bj �Bj) :Inserting the expansion of unity into (3.20) and using the previous inequality we easily getXA1;:::;AmAi�B ��hn(t�1)jTq; �B(� ;A) jn(t)i��6 e�~�e0(�)j �Bj e�~�a(N �B(n(t))�bj �Bj) mYi=1 maxn02B �B;N XAi�B Xn002B �B;N jhn00j t̂Ai jn0ij6 e�~�e0(�)j �Bj e�~�a(N �B(n(t))�bj �Bj) h maxn02B �B;N kXA�BNA(n0)im: (3.21)We here used the assumptions (2.11) and (2.13) for the last estimate. Each n0x, x 2 B, iscounted a �nite number of times in the last sum, because jAj 6 K; using cd(K) to denote the�nite bound for this number, we have PA�B NA(n0) 6 cd(K)N �B(n0).Substituting this into (3.21) and then (3.21) in (3.20) we obtainj~�Y	;t(n)j 6 XB:(D(t)	 ;n) e�~�hn(t)jH(0)q;D(t)	 n �B jn(t)iXm > jBjK 1m! hj�jkcd(K)N �B(n(t)) ~�im e�~�e0(�)j �Bj e�~�a(N �B(n(t))�bj �Bj) : (3.22)We use now the inequality Pn > m ann! 6 amm! ea , m 2 N , and assume that j�j is small enoughin order that j�jkcd(K) ~� 6 1; replacing (3.22) in (3.19), with d jBjK e standing for the integerimmediately bigger than or equal to jBjKj�	(Y	)j 6 XnE(n)�Supp Y	 jhn(M)j	 jn(0)ij MYt=1 XB:(D(t)	 ;n) e�~�hn(t)jH(0)q;D(t)	 n �B jn(t)ie�~�e0(�)j �Bj e�~�a(N �B(n(t))�bj �Bj) �j�jkcd(K) ~�� jBjK N �B(n(t))d jBjK ed jBjK e! eN �B(n(t)) : (3.23)



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 19Having chosen n(M), we use the assumption (2.18) on 	 to getXn(0) jhn(M)j	 jn(0)ij 6 ec	NSupp	(n(M)) ;this last expression is certainly smaller than ec	jSupp	jb ec	PMt=1ND(t)	 (n(t)) (because of (2.9),g(m)x 6 b for any x,m). Now summing �rst overB = (B(1); : : : ; B(M)) such that[x2 �B(t) C(x; t) �D(t)	 , 1 6 t 6M , we obtain an upper bound by replacing the sum over n by a sum over n(t)D(t)	 ,1 6 j 6 s, with the only condition that if x 2 D(t)	 n �B(t), we have n(t)U(x) 6= g(q)U(x) for any1 6 q 6 r. Finally, we simply bound 1d jBjK e!N �B(n(t))d jBjK e by eN �B(n(t)) to getj�	(Y	)j 6 ec	j Supp	jb MYt=1 XB; �B�D(t)	 XnD(t)	 ;nU(x) 6=g(m)U(x)x2D(t)	 n �B;1 6 m 6 r e�~�hnjH(0)D(t)	 n �B jni
ec	ND(t)	 (n) e�~�e0(�)j �Bj e�~�a�N �B(n)�bj �Bj� �j�jkcd(K) ~�� jBjK e2N �B(n) : (3.24)For a given N the number of con�gurations on �B with N bosons is equal to �N+j �Bjj �Bj � 6 eN+j �Bj ;since j �Bj 6 jBjRd0, and using the Peierls condition (2.8) and the boson damping condition(2.9), we getj�	(Y	)j 6 ec	bj Supp	j e�~�e0(�)jY	j MYt=1 XB; �B�D(t)	 �j�jkcd(K) ~�� j �BjKRd0 e( ~�ab+1)j �Bj� Yx2D(t)	 n �Bh2b�1Xnx=0 e�~�0+c	nx + 1Xnx=2b e�~�a(nx�b)+c	nx i� 1XN=0 e�N [ ~�a�c	�3] : (3.25)The last point is to remark that for any 	 < 1, there exist ~�0, �0 such that for any~� 2 [ ~�0; 2~�0[ and � 6 �0 we have2b�1Xnx=0 e�~�0+c	nx + 1Xnx=2b e�~�a(nx�b)+c	nx 6 12 e�	 (3.26)and h 1XN=0 e�N [ ~�a�c	�3] i�j�jkcd(K) ~�� 1KRd0 e~�ab+1 6 12 e�	 : (3.27)The number of sets B such that �B � D(t)	 is smaller than 2jD(t)	 j, so that we �nally getj�	(Y	)j 6 ec	bj Supp	j e�~�e0(�)jY	j e�	jY	j ; (3.28)which establishes thus the bound (3.5).



20 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIProof of Proposition 3.1 iii). Recall that �(Y ) may be obtained from �	(Y	) by replacinghn(M)j	 jn(0)i with hn(M)jn(0)i in (3.19); therefore@@�i �(Y ) = XnE(n)�Supp Y MXt=1 � @@�i ~�Y;t(n)� MYt0=1t0 6=t ~�Y;t0(n): (3.29)Using now (3.18) we express @@�i ~�Y;t(n) in terms of the derivative of Tq;D(t)(� ;A). Namely,@@�iTq;D(t)(� ;A) = � mXl=0 (� l � � l�1) e��1H(0)Y;t t̂A1 : : : t̂Al�1 � @@�iH(0)Y;t�e�(� l�� l�1)H(0)Y;t t̂Al : : : e�( ~���m)H(0)Y;t+ mXl=1 e��1H(0)Y;t t̂A1 : : : e�(� l�� l�1)H(0)Y;t � @@�i t̂Al� e�(� l+1�� l)H(0)Y;t : : : e�( ~���m)H(0)Y;t : (3.30)We proceed as above using jhnj @@�iH(0)Y;t jnij 6 jD(t)jC0 ec0ND(t)(n) [in view of (2.10)] andPml=0(� l � � l�1) = ~�, while @@�i t̂Al obeys the same bound as t̂Al , see (2.12). Proposition3.1 iii) is then straightforward.
4. Proofs of Theorems 1.1, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. They are exactly the same as the ones of Theorems 2.1 and2.2 in [BKU] and will not be repeated here. Indeed, they follow from Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1 of[BKU] which are valid because of Proposition 3.1 | the only modi�cation is to replace jj	jjin Lemma 6.1 by ec	bjSupp	j .54.1. Proof of the incompressibility. The key point in the proof of the incompressibility[the bounds (2.35) and (2.36)] will rely on the special form that characterizes the expansion(3.4) in the case where 	 is the total number of particles. Namely, taking into account theconservation of the total number of particles, the probability that the con�guration has adi�erent number of bosons than that of the corresponding ground state may be related to thepresence of a contour that winds around the cylinder. Since the length of such a contour is ofthe order �, and its weight is damped, we obtain that this probability is exponentially smallin �.We say that a contour winds around the cylinder T� if its support intersects each time slice.Notice that this de�nition is not equivalent to the usual topological one; actually, it is only aconsequence. However, it is enough for our purpose, and the proof is simpler in that case.Lemma 4.1. For any Hamiltonian satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, we have forany stable phase q:5We assumed in [BKU] that 	 was symmetric; however the proof never used this property and hence Lemma6.1 applies to non-symmetric operators as well.



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 21i) There exists a weight ��(Y ), with the property ��(Y ) = 0 if Y is not a winding contour,and such that the following expansion holds.Tr hXx2��n̂x � g(q)x � e��Hq;� i =XY ��(Y ) XfY1;:::;Ykg:Y kYi=1 �(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj : (4.1)The last sum over admissible sets of contours fY1; : : : ; Ykg, with support on T� and compatiblewith boundary conditions q, has to be compatible with Y .ii) There exists �	;� such that for any moderately o�-diagonal local operator 	, Supp	 � �,we haveTr hXx2��n̂x � g(q)x �	e��Hq;� i =XY	 �	;�(Y	) XfY1;:::;Ykg:Y	 kYi=1 �(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj+XY ��(Y ) XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg:Y �	(Y	) kYi=1 �(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj ; (4.2)and �	;�(Y	) (resp. ��(Y )) is zero whenever Y	 (resp. Y ) does not wind.iii) The weights �� and �	;� are damped, i.e. they satisfy similar decay properties as in Propo-sition 3.1 ii) and v).Remark: the constants �0 and �0 of the assumptions, as well as the constants in the bounds(3.2) and (3.5) will actually di�er from those of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.1.Proof of Lemma 4.1 ii). [Part i) of the Lemma is a consequence of part ii)].First we expand the matrix element hnj	e��Hq;� jni as in Section 3. This yieldshnj	e��Hq;� jni = XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg I �n � fYjg��n	(Y	) kYi=1 �n(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj (4.3)where �n	(Y	) = �	P�(n)(Y	), with PA(n) the projector onto the vector jnAi, i.e. PA(n) =jnAihnAj and �n(Yi) is the same as (3.17) where we replace hn(M)j	 jn(0)i by hn(M)jP�(n) jn(0)i.The indicator function I �n � fYjg� equals 1 if the set of contours is compatible with n, andequals 0 otherwise.Then we havehnj Xx2��n̂x � g(q)x �	e��Hq;� jni =Xx2��nx � g(q)x �hnj	e��Hq;� jni= XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg I �n � fYjg�Xx2��nx � g(q)x ��n	(Y	) kYi=1 �n(Yi) rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj : (4.4)With IntYj being the union of all components of T	�n SuppYj that are not touching thecomplement T	�c , and IntmYj being the union of components of IntYj with external labellingm, we de�ne 0-time slices Supp0 Yj = D(M)j \D(1)j (4.5a)Intm;0Yj = IntmYj \ [Zd � ft = 0g]: (4.5b)We view these sets as included in Zd.



22 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIFor given n and fY	; Y1; : : : ; Ykg, admissible set of contours compatible with the boundarycondition q (and also compatible with n, i.e. I �n � fYjg� = 1), we have the equalityXx2��nx � g(q)x � = Xj2f	;1;:::;kgh Xx2Supp0 Yj�nx � g(�extYj )x �+ rXm=1 Xx2Intm;0Yj�g(m)x � g(�extYj )x �i; (4.6)with �extYj denoting the labelling of the external faces of the contour Yj. Let us introduce thenew weights ~�n(Yj), j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, and ~�n	(Y	) by~�n(Yj) = h Xx2Supp0 Yj�nx � g(�extYj )x �+ rXm=1 Xx2Intm;0Yj�g(m)x � g(�extYj )x �i�n(Yj) (4.7a)~�n	(Y	) = h Xx2Supp0 Y	�nx � g(�extY	)x �+ rXm=1 Xx2Intm;0Y	�g(m)x � g(�extY	)x �i�n	(Y	): (4.7b)ThenTr hXx2��n̂x � g(q)x �	e��Hq;� i =Xn �Xx2��nx � g(q)x ��hnj	e��Hq;� jni == XfY	;Y1;:::;YkgXn I �n � fYjg�n~�n	(Y	) kYi=1 �n(Yi)+�n	(Y	) kXj=1 ~�n(Yj)Yi 6=j �n(Yi)o rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj :(4.8)Remark that the summation over all con�gurations satisfying I �n � fYjg� = 1 is equivalentto successive sums over nSupp0 Yj , j 2 f	; 1; : : : ; kg, each sum satisfying the local condition tobe compatible with the labels �Yj . We thus obtainTr h: : : i = XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykgn XnSupp0 Y	��Y	 ~�n	(Y	)on kYi=1 XnSupp0 Yi��Yi �n(Yi)o rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj+XY n XnSupp0 Y ��Y ~�n(Y )o XfY	;Y1;:::;Ykg:Yn XnSupp0 Y	��Y	 �n	(Y	)on kYi=1 XnSupp0 Yi��Yi �n(Yi)o rYm=1 e�~�em(�)jWmj : (4.9)De�ning �	;�(Y	) = XnSupp0 Y	��Y	 ~�n	(Y	) and ��(Y ) = XnSupp0 Y ��Y ~�n(Y );and since XnSupp0 Yi��Yi �n(Yi) = �(Yi); XnSupp0 Y	��Y	 �n	(Y	) = �	(Y	);we get (4.2). It remains to check that ~�n(Yj) [resp. ~�n	(Y	)] is zero whenever Yj [resp. Y	]does not wind, and part ii) of the lemma will be proven.Let us consider a contour Y such that its exterior is in the ground state m. Taking intoaccount that ~�n(Y ) depends only on nSupp0 Y , it is enough to consider the situation where Y



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 23is the unique contour (in this case the boundary conditions are m). For a given n (compatiblewith Y ), the factor in brackets in (4.7) equalsXx2Supp0 Y �nx � g(m)x �+ rXm0=1 Xx2Intm0;0Y �g(m0)x � g(m)x �;and clearly vanishes whenever Px2� nx =Px2� g(m)x . If, on the contrary, this last equality isnot true, and if Y does not wind, we show that �n(Y ) = 0 [which in turn implies ~�n(Y ) = 0,see (4.7)]. Indeed, if Y does not wind, then for some t, the sum over n in (3.17) is constrainedto n(t) = g(m), and only terms likehnj tYt0=1T�(t0)j ;D(t0)j (� ;m(t0)) jg(m)icontribute in (3.17). But since [T�(t0)j ;D(t0)j (� ;m(t0)); N�] = 0 (4.10)for any t0, the above terms are zero whenever Px2� nx 6=Px2� g(m)x .Thus ~�n(Y ) = 0 for any non winding contour Y .To verify the same for ~�n	(Y	), we take advantage of the assumption that [	; NSupp	] = 0,that we can assume without loss of generality. Indeed, if it were not true, then we mightdecompose 	 = 	(0) +	(1);where 	(0) conserves the total number of particles, and 	(1) does not. Then, sinceTr hXx2��n̂x � g(q)x �	(1) e��Hq;� i = 0;we might only consider 	(0).Proof of Lemma 4.1 iii). The weight ��(Y ) may be written as��(Y ) = XnSupp0 Y ��Y Xx2Supp0 Y (nx � g(�extY )x )�n(Y ) + �(Y ) rXm=1 Xx2Intm;0Y (g(m)x � g(�extY )x ): (4.11)We compare the �rst expression of the RHS with the de�nition (3.17) of �	(Y	). This isidentical if we set 	 = Xx2Supp0 Y (n̂x � g(�extY )x );and Supp	 = Supp0 Y . 	 is a diagonal operator which is not bounded; but since it divergeslinearly with the number of bosons on Supp	, it is moderately o�-diagonal and we can useProposition 3.1 v). For the second expression of the RHS we observe that the sums arebounded by const � jInt 0Y j 6 econstjSupp Y j , and we use Proposition 3.1 ii).We come now to the proof of Theorem 2.3. In order to use Theorem 2.1, we extend theHamiltonian by adding \external �elds", so as to satisfy the condition of splitting of degeneracy[see (2.7)], H 0 = H + r�1Xi=1 �i XA�� jg(i)A ihg(i)A j : (4.12)



24 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIHere, the subsets A are such that diamA 6 R0. Then the matrix E de�ned in (2.7) has indeedthe rank r � 1; conditions (2.8){(2.10) clearly hold, as it is also the case for (2.11){(2.13).Proof of Theorem 2.3. From Theorem 2.2 we know that the states with periodic boundaryconditions decompose into states with classical con�gurations as boundary conditions. There-fore, it is enough to consider the case with boundary conditions q.The expectation value of the density may be written
 1j�jXx2� n̂x � �0�q;� = 1j�jTr �Px2�(n̂x � g(q)x ) e��Hq;� �Tr e��Hq;� (4.13)The �rst step consists in expanding these traces by using (4.1) and (3.1). Then similarlyas in [BKU] (see Section 6) we consider the contour Y of (4.1) and the contours encircling itas a single contour Y. We generalize the notion of interiors of a contour to Y, namely IntYis the union of the components of T�n[Y 2Y SuppY that do not touch T�c , and IntmY is theunion of components of IntY with labels m on the boundaries. ThenD 1j�jXx2� n̂x � �0Eq;� = 1j�jXY ��(Y)PfY1;:::;Ykg:YQki=1 �(Yi) e�~�Pr(�)m=1 emjWmjPfY1;:::;YkgQki=1 �(Yi) e�~�Pr(�)m=1 emjWmj ; (4.14)where ��(Y) = ��(Y ) YY 02Y;Y 0 6=Y �(Y ); (4.15)and the constraint fY1; : : : ; Ykg : Y means that [Supp Yi[ IntYi] \ SuppY = ; for any i 2f1; : : : ; kg (the support of Y is SuppY = [Y 2Y SuppY ).The second step is to perform the Pirogov-Sinai transformations to the weights of thecontours; namely, writing Zq(W ) for the partition function in W � T�,Zq(W ) = XfY1;:::;Ykg kYi=1 �(Yi) r(�)Ym=1 e�~�emjWmj ; (4.16)with the sum running over admissible sets of contours in W , compatible with the boundaryconditions q, and the Wm are sets of cubes of W in the ground state m, we introduceKq(Y ) = �(Y ) e~�eq jY j r(�)Ym=1 Zm(IntmY )Zq(IntmY ) ; (4.17a)Kq;�(Y) = ��(Y) e~�eq jYj r(�)Ym=1 Zm(IntmY)Zq(IntmY) ; (4.17b)where jYj is the number of elementary cubes contained in SuppY. Then we can writeD 1j�jXx2� n̂x � �0Eq;� = 1j�jXY Kq;�(Y)PfZ1;:::;Zkg:YQki=1Kq(Zi)PfZ1;:::;ZkgQki=1Kq(Zi) ; (4.18)where the Zi are contours with external labelling �xed to q and the sums over sets of contoursfZ1; : : : ; Zkg are restricted to sets of non intersecting contours (the condition fZ1; : : : ; Zkg : Ymeans that SuppY does not intersect [ki=1 SuppZi, and is not contained in [ki=1 IntZi).The weights Kq(Y ) and Kq;�(Y) satisfy a damping condition, if the phase q is stable. Theproof uses the exponential decay of �(Y ) and ��(Y) and proceeds by induction on the size ofthe contours [Zah, BI]; see Lemmas 5.1 ii) and 6.1 ii) of [BKU].



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 25In the third step we apply the cluster expansion (see [KP]; actually, a simpler proof maybe found in [Dob], although not covering the whole statement) to the numerator and thedenominator. With C to denote clusters, i.e. sets of contours with external labelling q, andSuppC, IntC, being the union of respectively the supports and the interiors of the contoursof C, we get D 1j�jXx2� n̂x � �0Eq;� = 1j�jXY Kq;�(Y) exp�� XC;C 6�Y �T(C)	; (4.19)where the summation is over clusters \not compatible with Y": C 6� Y stands for the condition[IntC [ SuppC] \ SuppY 6= ;:Precise de�nition of the truncated function �T is unimportant here (note that �T(C) = 0 ifSuppC is not a connected set). We only mention the following property; for any , we canchoose ~� large and � small enough (both depending on ), in such a way that we haveXY3x;jYj > � jKq;�(Y)j exp� XC;C 6�Y j�T(C)j	 6 e�� (4.20)for any �. Using the fact that Y contains a winding contour, whose length is bigger than (orequal to) M = �=~�, we get the bound (2.35).The second bound is obtained in a similar manner. The derivative of the density withrespect to the chemical potential leads to the uctuations of the number of particles@@�
 1j�jXx2� n̂x�q;� = �j�j Xx;y2�
�n̂x � hn̂xiq;���n̂y � hn̂yiq;���q;�: (4.21)Observing that
�n̂x � hn̂xiq;���n̂y � hn̂yiq;���q;� = 
�n̂x � g(q)x ��n̂y � hn̂yiq;���q;�(the di�erence between the two expressions is obviously zero), we may write@@�
 1j�jXx2� n̂x�q;� = �j�jXy2�h
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y�q;� � 
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )�q;�hn̂yiq;�i: (4.22)Let us de�ne �ny = 
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y�q;� � 
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )�q;�hn̂yiq;�; (4.23)in the following we show that j�nyj 6 e�a� for some constant a > 0.First we consider the term
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y�q;� = 1Zq;�Tr hXx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y e��Hq;� i: (4.24)From Lemma 4.1 ii),
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y�q;� = 1Zq;�hXYn̂y �n̂y ;�(Yn̂y) XfY1;:::;Ykg:Yn̂y kYi=1 �(Yi) r(�)Ym=1 e�~�emjWmj+XY ��(Y ) XfYn̂y ;Y1;:::;Ykg:Y �n̂y(Yn̂y) kYi=1 �(Yi) r(�)Ym=1 e�~�emjWmj i: (4.25)



26 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIThe strategy is the same as above. In (4.25) we sum over all admissible sets of contours,one of them being a n̂y-contour, and one of them (possibly the same) having a winding weight.For a given set, we de�ne Yn̂y to be Yn̂y and all the contours surrounding it. Then we considerthe contour with the winding weight, as well as the contours surrounding it. If its interiorcontains SuppYn̂y , we denote it by Y 0, and we de�ne the corresponding weight�0�(Y 0) = (�n̂y;�(Yn̂y)QY 02Y 0;Y 0 6=Yn̂y �(Y 0) if Y 0 = Yn̂y ,��(Y )�n̂y(Yn̂y)QY 02Y 0;Y 0 6=Y;Yn̂y �(Y 0) otherwise. (4.26)If it does not contain SuppYn̂y , we denote it by Y, and the weight is given by (4.15).With �n̂y(Yn̂y) = �n̂y(Yn̂y) YY 2Yn̂y ;Y 6=Yn̂y �(Y );we can rewrite (4.25),
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y�q;� = 1Zq;�hXY 0 �0�(Y 0) XfY1;:::;Ykg:Y 0 kYi=1 �(Yi) r(�)Ym=1 e�~�emjWmj+XY ��(Y) XYn̂y :Y �n̂y(Yn̂y) XfY1;:::;Ykg:Y[Yn̂y kYi=1 �(Yi) r(�)Ym=1 e�~�emjWmj i (4.27)where the constraint Yn̂y : Y means that their supports do not intersect, nor do their interiors,and the two sums over sets of contours are such that fY1; : : : ; Ykg[ ~Y is admissible andcompatible with the boundary conditions q, and moreover for any i, IntYi \ Supp ~Y = ;( ~Y = Y 0 in the �rst sum and ~Y = Y [Yn̂y in the second one).We now apply the Pirogov-Sinai transformations; namely, Kq(Y ) and Kq;�(Y) are de�nedby (4.17) and analogouslyK 0q;�(Y 0) = �0�(Y 0) e~�eq jY 0j r(�)Ym=1 Zm(IntmY 0)Zq(IntmY 0) ; (4.28a)Kq;n̂y(Yn̂y) = �n̂y(Yn̂y) e~�eq jYn̂y j r(�)Ym=1 Zm(IntmYn̂y)Zq(IntmYn̂y) : (4.28b)Then, with fZ1; : : : ; Zkg being non-intersecting contours with �extZi = q, and the constraintsindicating that they cannot encircle Y 0, we obtain an expression convenient for applying clusterexpansion, namely
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )n̂y�q;� = e�~�eq j�jZq;� hXY 0 K 0q;�(Y 0) XfZ1;:::;Zkg:Y 0 kYi=1 Kq(Yi)+XY Kq;�(Y) XYn̂y :YKq;n̂y(Yn̂y) XfZ1;:::;Zkg:Y[Yn̂y kYi=1Kq(Yi)i=XY 0 K 0q;�(Y 0) e�PC 6�Y0 �T (C) +XY Kq;�(Y) XYn̂y :YKq;n̂y(Yn̂y) e�PC 6�[Y[Yn̂y ] �T (C) : (4.29)



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 27A similar calculation leads to
Xx2�(n̂x � g(q)x )�q;�hn̂yiq;� = hXY Kq;�(Y) e�PC 6�Y �T (C) ihXYn̂y Kq;n̂y(Yn̂y) e�PC 6�Yn̂y �T (C) i:(4.30)We now compute the di�erence �ny, and we �nd�ny =XY 0 K 0q;�(Y 0) e�PC 6�Y0 �T (C)� XY ;Yn̂y :[SuppY[IntY ]\[SuppYn̂y[IntYn̂y ]6=;Kq;�(Y) e�PC 6�Y �T (C)Kq;n̂y(Yn̂y) e�PC 6�Yn̂y �T (C)+XY Kq;�(Y) e�PC 6�Y �T (C) XYn̂y :YKq;n̂y(Yn̂y) e�PC 6�Yn̂y �T (C) h ePC;C 6�Y and C 6�Yn̂y �T (C) � 1i:(4.31)In the above equation, each term contains at least one winding contour, with length biggerthan or equal to �=~�, and somehow connected to the site y (because (y; t = 0) is the supportof the operator n̂y) | in the expression of the last line, the connection is through clustersintersecting both Y and Yn̂y ; note that a sum over clusters with a minimal length yields anexponentially decreasing term with respect to that length [KP]. It is thus not hard to establishthat j�nyj 6 e�a� for some constant a > 0.Remark: one-dimensional systems. Winding contours have not necessarily connected sup-ports. However, we arti�cially connect them with a path smaller than L, i.e. smaller than thecardinality of the support, because M > L and j SuppY�j >M . Then we can work with thesenew contours as usual.4.2. Proofs for the Bose-Hubbard model.Proof of Theorem 1.1 i). Let us �rst establish the Peierls condition (2.8). The classical partof the (two-dimensional) Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian (1.2) | with chemical potential | maybe written as a potential over plaquettes of 4 sites,H(0)� (n) = XP��HP (nP ) (4.32)where HP (nP ) =Xx2P 14(U0n2x � U0nx � �nx) + 12U1 Xx;y2Pjx�yj=1nxny + U2 Xx;y2Pjx�yj=p2nxny: (4.33)With n an integer we introduce new variables, nx = n+mx, and with HP (n;mP ) = HP (nP ),a straightforward calculation leads toHP (n;mP ) = Cn +Xx2P 14(U0m2x � U0mx � �nmx) + 12U1 Xx;y2Pjx�yj=1mxmy + U2 Xx;y2Pjx�yj=p2mxmy;(4.34)where we de�ned Cn = 14U0(n2 � n)� 14�n+ 4n2(U1 + U2), and�n = �� (2U0 + 8U1 + 8U2)n: (4.35)In the following, we show that, for a given n,



28 C. BORGS, R. KOTECK�Y, D. UELTSCHIa) if �n 2 [�2U0; 0], mP = � 0 00 0 � minimizes HP (n;mP ),b) if �n 2 [0; 8U2], mP = � 1 00 0 � (and the three obtained by rotation) minimizes HP (n;mP ),c) if �n 2 [8U2; 8U1],mP = � 1 00 1 � (and the other obtained by rotation) minimizesHP (n;mP ),d) if �n 2 [8U1; 8U1 + 8U2], mP = � 1 11 0 � (and the three obtained by rotation) minimizesHP (n;mP ).Clearly, from this and (4.35) we obtain the classical ground states for all � > 0 [and in thecase � < 0, we see immediately in (4.33) that nx = 0, for any x, minimizes HP (nP )].For the point a), let us introduce a such that �n = �2U0(a+ 12); it is easy to check thatHP (n;mP ) = C 0n + (14U0 � U1 � U2)Xx2P(mx + a)2+ 14U1 Xx;y2Pjx�yj=1(mx +my + a)2 + 12U2 Xx;y2Pjx�yj=p2(mx +my + a)2; (4.36)and this is minimum for mx = 0, for any x 2 P , when a 2 [�12 ; 12 ], i.e. �n 2 [�2U0; 0].Moreover, we obtain a Peierls condition if �n 6= �2U0; 0.Point c) is similar; we de�ne a such that 14�n = U1 + U2 � 2a(U1 � U2); in this caseHP (n;mP ) = C 00n + (14U0 � U1 + U2)Xx2P(mx � 12)2+ (14U1 � 12U2) Xx;y2Pjx�yj=1(mx +my � 1 + a)2 + U2�Xx2P mx � 2 + a�2: (4.37)� 1 00 1 � is ground state when a 2 [�12 ; 12 ], i.e. �n 2 [8U2; 8U1] (recall that U1 > 2U2). The Peierlscondition is also straightforward.Finally, we show that � 1 00 0 � is ground state for �n 2 [0; 8U2] and ��1 00 0 � for �n 2 [�2U0 �8U2;�2U0]. With " = +1 in the �rst case and " = �1 in the second case, we haveHP (n;mP ) = C"n + (14U0 � U1 + U2)Xx2P(mx � 12")2+ (14U1 � 12U2) Xx;y2Pjx�yj=1(mx +my � 12")2 + U2�Xx2P mx � "+ a�2 (4.38)where a = 12 � �n=8U2 in the �rst case, and a = �12 � (�n + 2U0)=8U2 in the second case; thecondition a 2 [�12 ; 12 ] yields the intervals for �n.Theorem 1.1 i) is then a special case of Theorem 2.3.For parts ii) and iii) we use Theorem 2.1. The splitting condition may be ful�lled byadding \external �elds" with projectors onto classical ground con�gurations, see the paragraphintroducing the proof of Theorem 2.3.Proof of Theorem 1.1 ii). From Theorem 2.2,hayxayi per = 1Q(�)Xq hayxayiq = 1Q(�)Xq �hayxayiq � hayxiqhayiq�; (4.39)since hayxiq = hayiq = 0. The conclusion is immediate by Theorem 2.1 iii) | ayx and ay areindeed moderately o�-diagonal, see (2.18).



INCOMPRESSIBLE PHASE IN LATTICE SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING BOSONS 29Proof of Theorem 1.1 iii). From the de�nition of the structure factorjS(k)j = 1j�j2 ���Xx;y2� eik(x�y) hn̂xiq;�hn̂yiq;� + Xx;y2� eik(x�y) �hn̂xn̂yiq;� � hn̂xiq;�hn̂yiq;�����> 1j�j2 ���Xx;y2� eik(x�y) hn̂xiq;�hn̂yiq;����� 1j�j2 Xx;y2���� eik(x�y) �hn̂xn̂yiq;� � hn̂xiq;�hn̂yiq;�����: (4.40)Using Theorem 2.1 iii) we easely �nd the following bound for the last term1j�j const1� e�1=�q =: C1j�jwith const depending only on the dimension d. ThereforejS(k)j > ��� 1j�jXx2� eikx hn̂xiq;����2 � C1j�j (4.41)and it is su�cient to show that the Fourier transform of hn̂xiq;� is bigger than a constantindependent of the lattice.1j�j���Xx2� eikx hn̂xiq;���� > 1j�j���Xx2� eikx hn̂xP (q)U(x)iq;����� 1j�jXx2����hn̂x(1� P (q)U(x))iq;����: (4.42)From Cauchy-Schwarz inequality hABi 6 hA2i 12 hB2i 12for any symmetric operators A, B whose domains contain B�. Then1j�j���Xx2� eikx hn̂xiq;���� > 1j�j���Xx2� eikx 1Zq;� Xn2B� nxhnjP (q)U(x) e��Hq;� jni���� 1j�jXx2����hn̂2xiq;���� 12 ���h(1� P (q)U(x))iq;���� 12 : (4.43)Observing that in the sum over B�, nx = g(q)x because of the action of the projector P (q)U(x),and using Theorem 2.1 ii) and iv) for the second expression1j�j���Xx2� eikx hn̂xiq;���� > 1j�j���Xx2� eikx g(q)x hP (q)U(x)iq;����� C2 (4.44)where C2 is a constant as small as we may need if the temperature is su�ciently low and thehopping perturbation small.1j�j���Xx2� eikx hn̂xiq;���� > 1j�j���Xx2� eikx g(q)x ���� 1j�jXx2� g(q)x ���hP (q)U(x)iq;� � 1���� C2 (4.45)and the proof is achieved since g(q)x is a chessboard type con�guration and k = (�; �), and thelast sum is bounded by a small constant because of Theorem 2.1 iv).Acknowledgements This paper was initiated at the Erwin Schr�odinger Institute of Vienna.The authors are grateful to Nicolas Macris, who at a time considered the on-site interactingBose-Hubbard model. D. U. acknowledges Christian Gruber and Yvan Velenik for severalvaluable discussions.
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